
Lead Engineer @ Catalyst - Opportunity at High Impact venture 
 
 

 
 
 

About Catalyst: 
 
Catalyst is a for-profit social venture that enables companies which rely on digital technology in 
frontier markets: Africa and Asia. 
 
Think of Catalyst as a fusion between Mulesoft and ThoughtWorks that serves companies like 
this one.  Like Mulesoft we focus on connecting digital applications. But where Mulesoft targets 
Fortune 500 organizations, we serve impact ventures in emerging markets. Like ThoughtWorks 
we are a team of passionate international experts. But where ThoughtWorks solves technology 
problems of all kinds, Catalyst focuses on integrations and data flows. Catalyst is a new 
company backed by Shell Foundation and Persistent Energy Capital. 
 
Aaron Levie (CEO of BOX): “We are leaving the era of single vendor ERP systems. We are 
entering an era where a digital business needs]to be able to mix and match applications from a 
set of vendors; they want 5, 10, 20 different applications to work together seamlessly.” 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NGPCJ3_tT7M&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dxm6-XPQzlw
http://www.enable.digital/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FTEFDUY-SEk&t=8s


Catalyst is hiring a talented Lead Engineer: 
 
We seek an entrepreneurial Lead Engineer to join us immediately in our Zurich office. Catalyst 
will pay excellent salaries and offer top work conditions. 
 
 
About you: 
 

● You are interested in solving the tech problems of the fast-growing developing world. 
● You are excited to work with like-minded people that challenge you everyday. 
● You nurture an unspoken goal to become world class at data management, and 

welcome this 
● unique opportunity to keep learning at a fast pace. 
● You wake up everyday animated with the passion to make the world a better place. 

You think driving tremendous impact while making good money is the cherry on the cake! 
 
Profile requirements: 
 

● Expertise in cloud database infrastructure, distributed systems, load balancing, data 
storage, and security. 

● Experience developing web applications with Python, Java or C/C++. 
● Solid foundation in algorithms and software design with strong analytical and debugging 

skills. 
● Declared passion for trying and building innovative things 

 
Responsibilities: 
 

● Build and optimize Catalyst’s integrations with a growing list of external applications. 
● Support the implementation engineers. 
● Engage in and improve the whole lifecycle of Catalyst’s services, from design to 

deployment, operation and refinement. 
● Maintain services once they are live by measuring and monitoring availability, latency 

and overall system health. 
● Interact with the Executive team to drive overall product strategy. 


